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About Ari Weinzweig
Ari moved to Ann Arbor from his hometown of Chicago to attend the University of Michigan.
After graduating with a degree in Russian history, he went to work washing dishes in a local
restaurant and soon discovered that he loved the food business. Along with his partner Paul
Saginaw, Ari started Zingerman’s Delicatessen in 1982 with a $20,000 bank loan, a staff of
two, a small selection of great-tasting specialty foods and a relatively short sandwich
menu. Today, Zingerman’s is an Ann Arbor institution—the source of great food and great
experiences for over 500,000 visitors every year. Each day the Deli serves up thousands of made-to-order sandwiches with ingredients like corned beef
and pastrami, homemade chopped liver and chicken salad. The Deli stocks an array of farmhouse cheeses, smoked fish, salamis, estate-bottled olive
oils, vintage vinegars, whole bean coffees, loose leaf teas and much more. Ari and Paul have built Zingerman’s into an organization with a 500+ staff and
annual sales approaching $40,000,000 a year.
Ari is involved in many educational activities. He has served as a board member and president of The American Cheese Society and as a board member
of the Retail Division of the National Association for the Specialty Food Trade. He is a frequent guest speaker in business classes at the University of
Michigan and Eastern Michigan University, as well as at various food and business conferences in this country and abroad including the American
Institute of Wine and Food, Oldways Preservation and Exchange Trust, the Gathering of Games, and the NASFT Fancy Food Show.
In 1988 Zingerman’s was instrumental in the founding of Food Gatherers, a perishable food rescue program, and continues to be a major supporter of
the organization. Every year Food Gatherers delivers over a million pounds of food to people in need. Ari has also served on the board of The Ark, the
longest continuously-operating folk music venue in America. In April of 1995, Ari and Paul received the Jewish Federation of Washtenaw County’s first
Humanitarian Award for their community contributions. Ari was recognized as one of the “Who’s Who of Food & Beverage in America” by the 2006 James
Beard Foundation. In 2007, Ari and Paul were presented with the Lifetime Achievement Award from Bon Appetitmagazine for their work in the food
industry.
Ari has written over 250 issues of the Zingerman’s newsletter, and has contributed to such magazines as Fine Cooking, Specialty Foods, Gourmet
Retailer, and Food and Wine. He has received praise for his books: Zingerman’s Guide to Better Bacon, Zingerman’s Guide to Good Olive Oil, Zingerman’s
Guide to Good Vinegar, Zingerman’s Guide to Good Parmigiano Reggiano, Zingerman’s Guide to Giving Great Service as well as his Zingerman’s Guide to
Good Leading series, which includes four volumes. His latest is Zingerman’s Guide to Good Leading, Part 4: A Lapsed Anarchist’s Approach to the Power
of Beliefs in Business, which was released in the summer of 2016.
Select Keynotes
BUSINESS VISIONING
When Inc. Magazine called Zingerman’s “the coolest small company in America”, they said that the “grand plan” the Zingerman’s founding
partners came up with for the future of their business was “far better than anything a management-consulting firm could have devised for them”
.
At Zingerman’s, we call the “grand plan” a Vision. We’ve been visioning for nearly 20 years now. We use it all the time and at every scale - for
really small ideas like moving the office copy machine to really large ones like where the Zingerman’s Community of Businesses will be in the
year 2020. Just about every one of our staff members and partners would tell you that Visioning is the key to our unique and uniquely successful
community.
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Ari Weinzweig, co-founding partner and author of several books, even has a Vision for Visioning:
“10 years from now, visioning is an intrinsic part of the way that thousands of progressive organizations around the world do their work …. And
my vision is that Ann Arbor is one of the capitals of visioning at work.
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Some of the best businesses in the world have come to ZingTrain to learn about and adopt (or adapt) Zingerman’s approach to customer
service. This is ZingTrain’s most popular training!
The center of Mario Batali’s “gastrodeli universe” and held in Saveur magazine’s highest regard for its service, Zingerman’s has taken its
national accolades into the world of training and consulting with ZingTrain.
Great service is a cornerstone of Zingerman’s success. Zingerman’s has earned its reputation for great service by intentionally creating an
organizational culture that nurtures great service and by teaching each and every one of its employees the recipes that the organization has
developed for great service – namely the 3 steps to giving great service and the 5 steps to effectively handling customer complaints.
LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT
You get 494 million hits when you Google the phrase “Leadership”. It drops to a significantly more manageable 128 million when you change the
phrase to “Leadership Development”. A good few of them probably have something worth learning or adopting.
Ultimately though, you become aware that what you choose to adopt and disregard is based on your answer to the question : What kind of leader
do I want to be? What kind of leaders do we want in our organization?
At Zingerman’s, over the course of over 30 years of growing and thriving, we’ve created a clear vision of what our idea of great Leadership is. It’s
based on Robert Greenleaf’s idea of Servant Leadership. The basic belief of Servant Leadership is that, we, as leaders, are here – first and
foremost – to serve our organizations. We’ve also developed a teachable and effective system for it. And we think it works. Here’s why :
“It is a true gift to be a leader within Zingerman’s Community of Businesses; to have the freedom to be a true leader and be true to yourself. Not
that there isn’t pressure, but the pressure is largely self-imposed to live up to the expectations we have set for ourselves and our organization. In
my 25-plus-year career, I have never felt more appreciated, engaged, challenged, and rewarded.
OPEN BOOK MANAGEMENT
The Denison Consulting group, who know a thing or two about the organizational culture of successful business, concluded in a 2010 survey that:
Companies that use Open Book Management consistently rank in the top 10% of all companies surveyed.
Zingerman’s was in the top 10% amongst companies that practiced Open Book.
So what is Open Book Management? A radical approach to running a business, Open Book management is about empowering every single
employee in your business with the tools, education and data they need to act (and take responsibility) like owners.
Open Book is not a spectator sport - it’s not just about showing people all the numbers.
Transparency is great but this is about actually taking charge, not just taking time to look at some financial spreadsheets that management
was nice enough to share with you. Open Book is about everyone participating in running the business – it’s about people understanding how the
whole organization works and their role in it, it’s about accountability, collaboration, and taking initiative. It’s about looking forward and working
together to win.
It’s more fun, it’s more interesting, and the bottom line is it just plain works.
THE POWER OF BELIEFS IN BUSINESS
Although most of us don’t realize it, our beliefs have a major impact on how things go in our lives. What we believe may or may not be true, but
unknowingly most of us will behave in ways that reinforce our beliefs anyways. In this Keynote Address, Ari will take a look at how our beliefs
play out in our day to day experiences in the workplace, and how we and our workplaces are impacted by those beliefs. Whether we accept it or
not, what we believe about ourselves, about our organization, our co-workers, our boss, the work that we do and our ability to do it will
significantly alter the outcomes we are seeking to achieve. Best of all, Ari will address how by becoming more mindful of our beliefs, we can
effectively alter them and change the way we see our work and the world. And radically later the outcomes we get from our efforts.
THE SPIRIT OF GENEROSITY
Ari makes the assertion that you can build your bottom lines by building generosity into your work.
Fully aware that it's counter-intuitive - how can you give more away and get more? - Ari goes on to make the case with his usual thorough
research. And shares 22 techniques you can use to weave generosity into your work.
BUILD the case for building generosity into your business.
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SHARE his favorite of the 22 techniques so you can too!
ZINGERMAN'S 12 NATURAL LAWS OF BUSINESS THE ENERGY CRISIS IN THE AMERICAN WORKPLACE
Every leader knows how challenging it is to create a culture that keeps their employees engaged, inspired, focused on a common goal and
bringing their best selves to work. Ari calls the apathy and distrust that emerge when the culture flounders "The Energy Crisis in the American
Workplace". In this inspiring and thought provoking keynote, Ari will introduce the 12 Natural Laws of Business from his first book in the Guide
to Good Leading Series. He'll explain why operating in violation of the Laws is creating this energy crisis. And he'll present powerfully simple and
meaningful ways to help your organization live within the Natural Laws and become more successful and sustainable, all while creating positive
lives for your employees and customers!
Select Book Titles
2 0 1 9: Going Into Business With Emma Goldman: 18 Anarchist Lessons for Business and Life
2 0 1 6: Zingerman's Guide to Good Leading, Part 4: A Lapsed Anarchist's Approach to the Power of Beliefs in Business
2 0 1 6: Bottom Line Change: Zingerman's Recipe for Effective Organizational Change
2 0 1 3: Zingerman's Guide to Good Leading, Part 3: A Lapsed Anarchist’s Approach to Managing Ourselves
2 0 1 2: Zingerman's Guide to Good Leading, Part 2: A Lapsed Anarchist's Approach to Being a Better Leader
2 0 1 0: Zingerman's Guide to Good Leading, Part 1: A Lapsed Anarchist's Approach to Building a Great Business
2 0 1 0: Zingerman's Staff Guide
2 0 0 3: Zingerman's Guide to Giving Great Service
Select Articles
Zingerman's Ari Weinzweig On Changing Beliefs And Building A Hopeful Business
There are not many people more passionate about traditional, full-flavored foods than Ari Weinzweig.
Show People How Much They Matter
One of the first responsibilities we have as hope-building leaders is to demonstrate daily to everyone in the organization how much we value
them for who they are.
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